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Abstract

Background: ChatGPT is a large-scale language model that utilizes artificial intelligence (AI) to answer a broad range of

scientific inquiries, create clinical scenarios, and evaluate educational programs. While its use offers numerous advantages, it

also presents several challenges.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to conduct a comprehensive review of ChatGPT's functionality and explore the benefits,

challenges, existing solutions, and future prospects of using AI in medical education.

Method: A comprehensive literature review was conducted using PubMed, Scopus, Web of Science, and Google Scholar. The

search phrases used were ChatGPT, Artificial Intelligence, Chatbot, Medical Education, and large language models (LLMs).

Results: The application of ChatGPT in medical education offers several advantages, such as enhanced quality of interaction

between medical students and patients, improved education quality, enhanced research opportunities, personalized learning,

virtual patient simulations, and cost-effectiveness. However, there are also critical challenges, such as ethical and transparency

concerns, limited access to reliable databases, restricted information availability after 2021, limited development of students'

critical thinking ability, and the risk of generating AI hallucinations.

Conclusions: Artificial intelligence models have become a popular tool for researchers to access scientific resources,

comprehend articles and textbooks, and create scientific texts. ChatGPT has been used extensively in medicine and medical

education in a short period. It is essential to weigh the benefits and challenges, use expert supervision, conduct frequent

assessments, and provide feedback reviews to guarantee its efficacy. Although this technology should not replace human labor,

it is essential to prepare for the changes brought by AI and create appropriate guidelines and curricula by reviewing existing

solutions and conducting extensive studies.
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1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is an interdisciplinary

approach that combines computer science and

linguistics. The objective of AI is to create machines that

can replicate and perform tasks that humans do using

their intelligence (1). The creation and advancement of

computers are undeniably among the greatest

accomplishments of the 20th century, rivaling or even

surpassing the impact of the printing press. Computer

experts credit the development of AI to three key

principles: The first being a theoretical concept that led

to the creation of a basic mathematical model known as

the Turing machine, which serves as a universal

computing machine. The second principle is practical,

resulting in the construction of one of the earliest

electronic programmable digital computers. Lastly, the

third principle involves a philosophical and operational

definition of the concept of thinking. According to
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experts, Alan Mathison Turing played a significant role

in all three of these principles, and it is undeniable that

his efforts have paved the way for the future invention

and advancement of AI (2, 3).

The term "Artificial Intelligence" was coined by John

McCarthy in 1955. The origins of AI can be traced back to

the Dartmouth summer research project in the mid-

20th century (4), which was later expanded upon by the

development of machine learning algorithms (5). AI is

capable of understanding words, visuals, and material

in addition to learning, summarizing, analyzing, and

adapting to various circumstances. It can even carry out

intricate human functions like creativity, emotion, and

attentiveness (6, 7).

With advancements in technology and AI models,

researchers have started utilizing these models for easy

access to scientific resources, comprehension of key

points in articles or textbooks, and scientific writing (8,

9). In recent years, chatbots or conversational agents

have found applications in the field of medicine (10, 11).

Some notable examples include Jasper chat, DialoGPT,

Replica, and ChatGPT. ChatGPT, developed by OpenAI, is

a large-scale language model that was introduced in

November 2022 (12).

In a short period of time, ChatGPT has proven to be

useful in various industries such as technology,

banking, marketing, entertainment, engineering,

medicine, and medical education. It possesses the

ability to answer questions of different complexities and

dimensions by analyzing large amounts of data and

thinking critically. Moreover, it can accurately respond

in multiple languages, making it a popular choice for

users. As a result, the number of ChatGPT users reached

57 million within a month and reached 100 million by

January 2023 (10).

Medical education is one area where ChatGPT has

been applied. Studies have shown its effectiveness in

performing writing and conversational tasks (13, 14),

small group learning, clinical scenario design, exam

administration, personalized learning promotion, and

curriculum development (15, 16). However, ethical

concerns, transparency, privacy issues, and potential

negative effects on problem-solving and critical

thinking abilities have been raised as challenges (17-19).

Given the increasing use of AI models in medical

education and the scientific interest in ChatGPT (20),

this study aims to examine the performance of ChatGPT,

its application in medical education, the benefits and

challenges of its use, potential solutions to improve it,

and the future prospects of using AI models in medical

education.

2. Method

In conducting this review study, the authors searched

PubMed, Scopus, Web of Science, and Google Scholar for

studies related to the functioning of large language

models (LLMs), the application of ChatGPT and other

chatbots in medicine and medical education, the

assessment of the challenges and advantages of using

these models, and articles related to their enhancement

in medical education. Relevant articles were reviewed.

The keywords used for the search were ChatGPT,

Chatbot, Artificial Intelligence, Medical Education, and

LLMs. The articles were initially reviewed by two of the

authors, and in case of disagreement, the articles were

reviewed by a third person, and any discrepancies were

resolved through discussion among the authors. After

evaluating and eliminating irrelevant studies, the

content of the articles related to the study topic was

summarized, compared, and examined.

3. Results

3.1. How Do Large Language Models Work?

Large language models like the generative pre-

trained transformer (GPT-3) have made significant

advances in recent years (21). These models are first

trained on a large volume of data and have the ability to

answer questions from users in various languages,

translate texts and generate texts similar to natural

language. These models can also perform other tasks

related to natural language processing with high

accuracy (22).

The use of transformer architectures and underlying

attention mechanisms in this field has led to significant

progress (23, 24). The self-attention mechanism has

improved the relationship between input data when

preparing responses to users (24). This allows the

models to better understand the relationship between

words in sentences and provide more appropriate

responses based on this understanding. Training these

models with a large volume of available data before

using them enables better search and better response

generation (25).
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ChatGPT is a language model capable of answering

questions on a wide range of topics with varying

degrees of complexity, thanks to its extensive dataset. It

can mimic human language by analyzing vast amounts

of internet data, which it can use to perform tasks such

as translation, summarization, storytelling, and

entertainment (13, 26). Furthermore, it has a strong

grasp of sentence meaning and can answer questions

using critical thinking (26). ChatGPT is essentially a

chatbot that can engage in text-based communication

by analyzing and understanding texts and words. It is

based on the generative pre-trained transformer (GPT)

(13, 27), which utilizes neural network algorithms to

evaluate input data and provide logical answers (27). The

most recent iteration of ChatGPT boasts 100 trillion

parameters that have undergone training on a

substantial corpus of internet or user-provided data to

carry out the aforementioned tasks (28).

3.2. Application of ChatGPT in Medical Education

The field of medical education has transitioned from

traditional methods to those that focus on critical

thinking and problem-based learning (PBL). Hybrid

educational approaches have been suggested, leading to

changes in the academic curriculum of certain fields.

The use of AI has played a significant role in driving this

shift (29).

It is worth mentioning that ChatGPT can respond to

81.3% of the residency entrance exam queries in Iran.

Moreover, when these queries are translated into

English, French, and Spanish, this chatbot can correctly

answer six, one, and five more questions respectively

(28). Additionally, ChatGPT successfully answered a total

of 2210 questions, encompassing basic sciences, pre-

internship, and residency entrance exam queries,

achieving an overall accuracy of 48.5% and an overall

concordance of 91% (30).

In the era of big data, where AI is extensively used

(31), having continuous and 24/7 access to educational

information is crucial for students. However, many

countries have not made sufficient improvements in

their educational methods and approaches despite the

growing number of students in health-related fields

(32). To address these challenges, various AI models,

such as ChatGPT, have been employed in medical

education (33, 34).

The utilization of AI, specifically ChatGPT, in medical

education comes with both benefits and obstacles. It is

important to acknowledge and examine these

advantages and challenges, explore potential solutions,

and assess how AI can enhance current educational

methods. While AI can serve as a valuable tool in various

aspects such as curriculum development, evaluation

methods design, text summarization, key point

extraction, and clinical scenario design, it should not

completely replace the effectiveness of human

resources and in-person training, particularly in the

field of medicine and medical education (35). Thus, it is

crucial to consider the advantages and challenges

associated with incorporating ChatGPT in medical

education.

In the following paragraphs, the advantages and

challenges surrounding the use of ChatGPT in medical

education are briefly discussed.

3.3. Benefits

3.3.1. Improving Personalized Learning

ChatGPT has the ability to create a customized study

plan based on the student's individual learning style

and abilities. It can identify the necessary educational

content and suggest appropriate textbooks. The AI

model can also generate quizzes according to the

student's learning level and provide feedback to help

them overcome their weaknesses (10, 16, 31, 36). ChatGPT

is particularly useful for evaluating student progress

and providing quick feedback to facilitate the

achievement of educational goals (37). Additionally, it

can free up time for teachers to engage in face-to-face

communication with their students and answer specific

scientific questions. ChatGPT can also solve complex

questions and present them in an easily understandable

format, including conceptual maps in the form of text

(32, 38, 39).

3.3.2. Enhancing the Condition of Scientific Research

Improving medical education is greatly aided by

research, which enables the teaching of new subjects

and enhances problem-solving abilities to tackle new

challenges. This leads to a better comprehension of

complex medical issues and creates an interactive

learning environment for students, supervised by

faculty members, thereby expediting the attainment of

educational objectives. ChatGPT is a valuable tool that

can summarize literature, extract key points from
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articles, and assist researchers in designing research

methods. It can also aid professors and students in

preparing references and the original format or outline

of articles, serving as a foundation for promoting

research and enhancing the quality of medical

education (36).

3.3.3. Designing Clinical Scenarios

It is feasible to use ChatGPT for creating clinical

scenarios and imparting clinical reasoning and

problem-solving skills to students. This approach helps

students better handle real-life patients in clinical

settings and facilitates active, student-centered learning

through interactive environments such as problem-

based and small group learning (15, 16, 40). The clinical

scenarios designed using ChatGPT may cover history,

clinical symptoms, laboratory results, and imaging

techniques (10, 15).

3.3.4. Enhancing the Quality of Interaction Between
Medical Students and the Patients

With its high accuracy, ChatGPT offers the option of

translating into various languages. This feature

enhances the interaction between students and patients

from diverse cultures in clinical settings while also

lightening the educational burden on clinical

departments (31).

3.3.5. Providing Virtual Patient Simulation

ChatGPT has the capability to offer virtual patient

simulation through the creation of clinical scenarios

and case presentations, which can enhance the quality

of education. This chatbot can provide a safe simulation

environment that helps medical students improve their

problem-solving skills, decision-making abilities, and

clinical reasoning without putting actual patients at

risk. Additionally, it can assist in improving

communication skills with patients, which is essential

in history taking and disease diagnosis for medical

students (16, 41).

3.3.6. Help with Designing Curriculum

With the assistance and oversight of medical

education professionals, ChatGPT has the ability to aid

in the creation of educational curricula for various

fields. It serves as a helpful resource in crafting the

course structure, identifying assessment criteria,

establishing learning objectives and techniques, and

determining the desired outcomes. Due to the sensitive

nature of curriculum design, the use of ChatGPT can be

beneficial only if it is constantly monitored and all

suggestions are executed under the supervision of an

expert (42).

3.3.7. Cost-Effectiveness of Using ChatGPT

The utilization of ChatGPT in medical education has

the potential to enhance teaching methods and address

academic and scientific issues faced by students in a

more efficient and economical manner. This implies a

more cost-effective approach (43). For instance, ChatGPT

can be employed to simulate dental clinical

environments and facilitate self-learning at a reduced

cost. Similarly, it can aid in teaching statistical analysis

techniques and offer the opportunity for extensive

assignment reviews, thus providing a cost-effective

learning experience for students in public health-

related fields (44, 45).

3.4. Challenges and Risks

The utilization of AI models has been on the rise in

the medical field, aiding in the diagnosis and treatment

process, as well as in medical education. A quick

literature search confirms the increase in related

articles. However, it is crucial to address the challenges

that come with expanding the use of AI in medical

education. ChatGPT is one such AI model, and

understanding its challenges can lead to its effective

application in medicine and medical education. Failure

to identify and manage these challenges could negate

the benefits of ChatGPT in medical education and result

in losses. Some experts have even rejected its use due to

its provision of unnecessary and illogical information

(12). The following section briefly discusses the

challenges associated with using ChatGPT in medical

education.

3.4.1. Limiting Students' Critical Thinking Ability

According to certain professionals in the field of

education and research, the extensive use of ChatGPT in

educational settings may prevent students from

introducing fresh concepts (12, 13). Over time, chatbots

can curtail critical thinking and analytical skills in

students by rapidly delivering information without

engaging their cognitive processes. This could hinder
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their ability to make sound decisions and take prompt

action, particularly during urgent situations.

3.4.2. The Inability of ChatGPT to Reach Certain
Legitimate Databases

The lack of access to databases like PubMed,

Cochrane, and UpToDate is a significant drawback of

ChatGPT that hinders its effectiveness in the field of

medicine and medical education (12). These databases

contain a vast amount of medical information, and the

unavailability of this information reduces the accuracy

of ChatGPT's responses and prevents it from staying

current. Staying up-to-date with the latest guidelines

and evidence is crucial in medicine due to the high

volume of information flow. Therefore, the lack of access

to these databases is a significant challenge that needs

to be addressed. For example, in research carried out by

Farajollahi and his team, it was found that ChatGPT was

unable to attain a passing score in the national board

exam for endodontists in Iran, despite answering 40 out

of 100 questions. This could be due to restricted access

to scientific resources for the endodontics board exam

(46).

3.4.3. Restriction on Accessing Information Published
After 2021

The limited access to information and scientific

content published after 2021 makes ChatGPT unsuitable

as a guide for clinical decisions and teaching new

scientific materials. Its use in such cases can result in

erroneous choices or incorrect dissemination of new

scientific information, ultimately reducing its utility

(47).

3.4.4. The Challenge Surrounding Fraud and the
Possibility of Plagiarism

The use of ChatGPT has the potential to enhance the

standard of education, but some experts are

apprehensive about its extensive use in medical

education, as it may lead to an increase in cheating and

plagiarism (48-50). Research indicates that ChatGPT can

respond to a significant number of questions in the

USMLE and perform like a third-year medical student

(16). In a study carried out by Kung et al., ChatGPT

demonstrated the ability to provide accurate responses

to 45.4%, 54.1%, and 61.5% of Step 1, Step 2, and Step 3

queries in the USMLE, resulting in a successful outcome

(43). Similarly, in a study conducted on the Chinese

Medical Licensing Exam, ChatGPT demonstrated an

accuracy rate of 36.7% in answering a dataset of 12,723

questions (51). While there are methods to evaluate the

precision of assessment outcomes, concerns over this

issue may have a negative impact on the quality of

education.

3.4.5. Hallucination

Hallucination, which occurs when AI produces

responses that deviate from its training data, is a

significant issue in LLM (52-54). For instance, the

generation of non-existent or incorrectly titled DOI

articles in ChatGPT exemplifies this problem (9, 10).

Such hallucinations can introduce bias and

inaccuracies, posing obstacles to achieving the

educational objectives outlined in the curriculum.

Therefore, it is crucial to have expert oversight in

monitoring the performance of ChatGPT.

3.4.6. Ethical Issues and Privacy

Ethical concerns and privacy of individuals may be

compromised when using ChatGPT, as it involves the use

of personal data of patients and students, particularly in

case presentations and PBL (55, 56). These concerns are

further magnified by the risk of cyber attacks.

Additionally, ethical issues are raised with the potential

for bias in ChatGPT results or discrimination based on

the training data utilized. These concerns have been

addressed in various studies (57-60).

3.4.7. Transparency

Transparency is a major challenge faced by ChatGPT

in the field of medicine and medical education,

particularly with regard to the disclosure of results and

information. The Blackbox algorithm has been a cause

for concern as it is not possible for users to understand

or observe the method of presenting results (61). This

lack of transparency can undermine the accuracy of the

data provided by ChatGPT, but experts in AI argue that

the Blackbox is necessary to safeguard privacy (13).

3.4.8. Limited Chat Number in Different Versions of
ChatGPT

There are two iterations of ChatGPT: A

complimentary edition employing model version 3.5

and a premium edition currently utilizing model

version 4.0 (62). A significant obstacle is the utilization
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of ChatGPT for enhancing medical education in low-

income and developing countries, as it restricts the

number of chats available in both the free and premium

versions. Given the advancements in medicine and

medical education in Iran and the growing demand for

integrating AI tools in this field, the economic sanctions

pose a substantial challenge to the expansion of medical

education and healthcare systems in Iran (63).

3.4.9. Inability to Generate a Suitable Emotional
Conversation

The connection between teachers and students and

the development of emotional intelligence in medical

students are crucial for improving medical education

and meeting educational objectives. Enhancing

students' emotional intelligence can aid in their future

decision-making and improve their interactions with

patients (64). A primary obstacle in using ChatGPT for

medical education is its limited capability to

comprehend and generate emotional dialogues. While

there have been advancements in emotional dialogue

technology since 2017, ChatGPT still has room for

improvement in understanding and generating

emotional conversations (65).

3.4.10. Psychological, Economic, and Social Challenges

The utilization of ChatGPT and other AI models can

offer cost-effective facilities and services without

requiring specialized personnel, leading to potential

social and economic impacts (66). However, it is

important to acknowledge that while ChatGPT can

decrease the necessity for skilled employees in certain

contexts, expert oversight is crucial for ensuring

optimal performance, and human talent cannot be

completely substituted (Figure 1) (35).

3.5. How to Improve the ChatGPT Application

ChatGPT offers numerous benefits in the field of

medical education, but it also presents certain

difficulties. To enhance the performance and precision

of the outcomes and information derived from these

models, it is essential for medical students and

professionals to acquaint themselves with AI-based

models and recent advancements in computer science

and AI. This will enable them to fully utilize the

capabilities of these models.

(a) Extensive interdisciplinary research is necessary

for the utilization of AI, including ChatGPT, in medical

education. It is crucial to organize scientific gatherings

that concentrate on the implementation of AI in

medical education, with the participation of computer

specialists, experts in AI, and medical educators. This

approach has been adopted by renowned universities in

the past (67, 68).

(b) Medical education experts should regularly

monitor the various aspects of using ChatGPT and

provide feedback to educational authorities to assess its

effectiveness (32). These aspects include the students'

experience with ChatGPT in the learning environment,

the extent to which educational goals are achieved, and

the efficiency of the educational strategy (43).

Furthermore, after collecting and summarizing

feedback from medical education experts and students,

they can be provided to the AI companies to reduce the

knowledge gap and enhance the development of these

chatbots in the field of medical education more than

ever.

(c) In order to address the forthcoming challenges, it

is advisable to promptly establish a set of principles for

utilizing ChatGPT in the field of medical education,

while considering the factors of responsibility,

transparency, and effectiveness (69).

(d) When utilizing ChatGPT, it is crucial to give

careful consideration to ethical concerns associated

with it. It is important to address matters like potential

bias, plagiarism, data security, safeguarding individuals'

privacy, and the risk of discrimination based on input

data. Creating ethical guidelines specifically for the use

of ChatGPT in medical education can be highly

beneficial (70).

(e) Special emphasis should be given to teaching

evidence-based medicine (EBM) principles, logical

thinking, and clinical reasoning in order to encourage

the use of AI in medical education. This will enable

students to effectively deal with major crises and assess

the validity of AI results (71, 72).

(f) Educating students on the functioning of

different AI models, statistical techniques, and

particularly ChatGPT, can familiarize them with the

implementation of other AI models across diverse

domains and enable them to engage with AI-based

educational approaches like ChatGPT. Organizing

interdepartmental discussions and practical classes for
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Figure 1. Strengths and challenges of application of ChatGPT in medical education

students can prove beneficial in achieving this goal (68,

73, 74).

(g) To incorporate the use of AI in medical education,

it is important to develop and revise educational

curricula, integrate AI models into teaching strategies,

create new evaluation methods that emphasize

reasoning and logical thinking, update educational

practices, and establish educational environments that

are compatible with AI technology. These efforts can

help structure the use of AI in medical education and

facilitate its implementation (74-76).

(h) There are several technical engineering methods

to boost the performance of LLMs, which can improve

their effectiveness and efficiency in various fields,

including medicine and medical education. For

instance, increasing the pre-training data can enhance

the performance of LLMs in addressing various

questions and topics, but this may present challenges

such as longer pre-training times and memory

constraints. The use of parameter-reduction techniques

can decrease memory usage and enhance the speed of

language-related tasks (77). Moreover, employing few-

shot learning and pathways machine learning systems

can result in improvements in language-related tasks

like translation or code generation (78). Additionally,

LLMs can enhance their performance by retaining

internal representations of past inputs and rapidly

acquiring new knowledge (79). Lastly, fine-tuning LLMs

using self-generated solutions from unlabeled datasets

can improve their reasoning capability and achieve

advanced performance (Figure 2) (80).

3.6. The Horizon Ahead

The World Health Organization considers digital

technologies crucial for achieving health objectives. By

utilizing these resources, an additional one billion

individuals can access health services, receive

emergency care, and experience better overall health

(81). Artificial intelligence is extensively employed in

numerous medical fields (11), including radiology,

ophthalmology, surgery, rheumatology, internal

medicine, pathology, and orthopedics, as stated earlier.

The increased utilization of AI products in the

medical field has resulted in a twofold rise in the

necessity for incorporating these modalities into

medical education. Numerous studies have been

conducted on this subject, and many universities

worldwide have implemented a combination of

conventional teaching methods with AI and hybrid

educational techniques (10, 67, 68, 73, 82). This is further
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Figure 2. Improving the application of ChatGPT in medical education

supported by the significant number of articles

published on this topic in recent years (83).

The integration of AI models in medical education is

becoming more anticipated as technology and AI

continue to advance. For example, in June 2023, Apple

introduced the Vision Pro during the Worldwide

Developers Conference. This mixed-reality headset

integrates Virtual Reality and Video See-Through

features to serve as an Augmented Reality device. The

Vision Pro has great potential in effectively addressing

medical challenges (84), especially in advancing medical

education.

Finally, as digital technologies improve and become

more affordable, students are becoming more familiar

with these tools. Additionally, faculty members are

providing guidance and support to students in utilizing

these technologies effectively (85). Consequently, the use

of AI in medical education is expected to grow steadily.

3.7. Study Limitation

The present review offers a comprehensive

perspective on the application of ChatGPT in medical

education, including its advantages and challenges.

However, it is important to acknowledge certain

limitations. The study is constrained by its nascent

status and the scarcity of research in this area. Although

existing literature has been compiled, the number of

studies is relatively small, limiting its applicability.

Furthermore, the long-term effects of using AI models,

particularly ChatGPT, in medical education remain

unclear. Despite these limitations, this review provides
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valuable information for educators to encourage the use

and assessment of AI in medical education.

4. Conclusions

Artificial intelligence models have become popular

tools for researchers to access scientific resources,

comprehend articles and textbooks, and create

scientific texts. These models possess various abilities,

such as summarizing texts, critical thinking, logical

reasoning, and compiling scientific documents.

However, using ChatGPT in medical education comes

with challenges that can reduce its efficiency. It is

essential to weigh the benefits and challenges, use

expert supervision, conduct frequent assessments, and

provide feedback reviews to ensure its efficacy. Although

this technology should not replace human labor, it is

crucial to prepare for the changes brought by AI and

create appropriate guidelines and curricula by

reviewing existing solutions and conducting extensive

studies.
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